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All the news I see fit to print. 

Freedom of the press belongs to those who own one. 

FINALLY! 

Found a competent IT guy 

who I’ve been looking for 

since last year. I now have a 

new computer with his very 

ingenious transfer of all my 

files from the old one and 

every glitch Microsoft threw 

at me resolved. He tackled it 

in one day. Very personable 

and didn’t realize the worth 

of his talent so I helped him 

create a fee schedule that 

should help him develop his 

brand new business venture. 

This is the kind of pro bono 

work I do so I don’t get bored. 

 If your computer only does 

what you tell it to do and not 

what you want it to do,     

Joshua Walker is the guy to 

call: 952.373.1343 

I recommend his offer of a 

$50 onsite complete          

evaluation of your problems 

and then a discussion of his     

recommendations and cost   

of what will resolve your        

computer problems. 

Tip I got from Joshua was to 

switch browsers from         

Microsoft edge to Brave. 

Huge difference in results and 

much gooder layout! 

More to come... 

The deep blue Manhattan jurors have been selected for the 

Trump “hush money” trial. Judge Merchan’s daughter is a top 

activist for Democrats and Joe Biden campaign. Judge       

Merchan is pushing charges against Trump that are not a 

crime. He needs jurors who believe as he does that Trump is 

guilty of a crime. The money was paid by Trump’s former, 

now felon (for lying) personal attorney, Michael Cohen. He 

was reimbursed by the Trump campaign. The jury includes an   

investment banker, a security engineer with three children,   

a retired man from Lebanon who enjoys fly fishing, a speech 

therapist, a worker at an eyewear company, a woman from 

California who works in product development and a physical 

therapist. They all say NY Times as their main source of news. 

The jury is comprised of seven men and five women. The 

judge is  throwing gag orders around, most aimed at Trump 

but now includes the jury...and those excused from serving.           

Meanwhile, Stormy Daniels, one of the “ladies” who received 

hush money, has provided the Trump team with a signed 

statement that nothing claimed by the judge ever happened. 

Meanwhile… 

The “congressional hush money fund” refers to a special fund 

set up within the U.S. Treasury to handle settlements and 

awards in connection with workplace disputes and claims on 

Capitol Hill. This fund was established by the Congressional 

Accountability Act of 1995. The money used to pay these 

settlements comes from taxpayers, which has led to criticism 

and calls for reform in how Congress handles sexual            

harassment and other workplace misconduct claims. In      

recent years, there have been efforts to make members of 

Congress personally liable for such settlements and increase           

transparency around the use of this fund.  So, how come 

Trump can't file for reimbursement of the hush money Cohen 

paid...without Trump’s knowledge...from the hush money 

fund congress critters have established for themselves?       

Will this be Reacher Season 4? 

Hollyweird has bastardized    

every successful movie with 

sequels focused on woke     

theories of multiple genders, 

ideologies that defy common 

sense and actors who believe 

they have been transformed 

into the characters they play 

so they feel free to lecture us 

about what we should think. 

You won’t get that with artifi-

cial intelligence (AI) as the peo-

ple who lose money after the 

actors spout their babble will 

realize they can replace those 

idiots with robots who will 

actually follow a script and 

keep their mouths shut. 

Mark Hamill destroyed the 

Star Wars franchise. Alan 

Ritchson has taken his best 

shot at Reacher’s success. 

That midget Robert DeNiro is 

strutting around on five inch 

heels claiming to be a tough 

guy.  Can you imagine Jimmy 

Cagney or Edgar G. Robinson 

putting up with this crap? 

Where’s the sequel to Song of 

the South with Uncle Remus 

and Brer Rabbit?  At least 

they’re throwing Trump into 

the briar patch...much to their 

eventual surprise and demise. 



Tidbits 
(a small and particularly interesting 

item of gossip or information) 

Until next week… 
 

email: fns@franksiegler.com 
blog: www.franksiegler.com  

           
This newsletter is published               

Saturday mornings by subscription.                                                   
email me requesting to be added. 

Or visit my blog. 
      Please feel free to pass it on.  

Hillary Clinton Says                           

“What Trump Really Wants’ Is        

To ‘Kill His Opposition” Is she 

hinting at future assassination of 

Biden by CIA/FBI to get rid of 

Biden...and blame it on Trump? 

To reduce the prison population, CA 

has made buying a child for sex a 

misdemeanor rather than a felony. 

We have paid tax on the money 

we’ve made and taxes on the    

money we spent and tax on the 

things we already own that we paid 

taxes with money we paid taxes on. 

GUESS who gets an exemption from 

the massive domestic surveillance 

expansion in the FISA reauthoriza-

tion bill? Members of congress. 

Judge Merchan Will Shut Down 

Trump Trial Early So Alternate Juror 

Can See Dentist...Same Judge 

Won’t Allow President Trump to 

Attend His Son’s Graduation!       

Who in Hell is this dentist? 

Remember Biden withdrawing from 

Afghanistan leaving $7.12 billion in 

military equipment? He pulled out 

of Niger, the $100 million airport 

we built was his parting “gift”. 

And at the UN:                                

Saudi Arabia Now Tasked with 

Leading “GENDER EQUALITY”      

what could possibly go wrong? 

If USPS had a Biden stamp, 
most people would   

spit on the wrong side. 
 

The LSM would lick the back 
side of Biden stamps         

until there was no glue left. 
 

Everyone knows where the 
Big Apple is. The better 

question is: where in Hell  
did Minneapolis go?  

 
CDC, NIH and WHO  is the 
trifecta who'll infect ya. 

 
George Orwell’s book 1984        

has become                            
an instruction manual? 

 
The secret to happiness        

is being too dumb to realize 
what Biden has done? 

 
I think,                                

therefore I don’t sleep. 
 

If God can makes a bug’s 
butt light up, just think what 

He could do for you. 
 

A glass is half empty or half 
full depending on whether 

you're drinking it                   
or filling it. 

 
 When I don’t understand      

I also don’t care                     
so it works out OK.  

 
It’s never too late                  

to start exercising?                            
OK, I’ll wait until later. 

 
Liberals have now confused 

thinking with “feelings”. 
 

Americans are concerned 
about gas and grocery     
prices, not pronouns. 

 
I’ve noticed random       

snowflake avalanches due 
to political climate change.  

History does repeat itself… 

The 1892 election was between Grover Cleveland and 

Benjamin Harrison. Until today, it is the only rematch 

election between two men who had both served a term 

as president. In 1884, Grover Cleveland became an     

unlikely presidential winner. While Cleveland was a  

Democrat, he resembled Trump in many ways. The    

Republican Party was the party of the establishment, 

while Democrats were the insurgent outsiders as they 

recovered from the Civil War. Like Trump, Cleveland was 

a surprise national political figure. Just like Trump,      

Cleveland survived an election-year sex scandal. Just like 

Trump, he rocked to the top because voters were       

frustrated with corruption in both major parties. Just like 

Trump, his foreign policy emphasized nonintervention, 

while his domestic policy emphasized a limited federal 

government and lower taxes (Democrats were once the 

low-tax party) Just like Trump, Cleveland lost a nail-biter 

election in 1888, to Republican Benjamin Harrison, after 

the urban Tammany Hall political machine used its     

election tactics against Cleveland in New York City, 

costing him the state’s election-deciding electoral votes. 

Just like Trump, there was little doubt that Cleveland 

would be his party’s champion again four years later.  

Just like Biden, Harrison was dealing with surging prices 

and a divided party. As now in 2024, inflation was one of 

the key issues in 1892, as Harrison supported an         

inflationary monetary policy that depleted the nation’s 

gold reserves, while Cleveland was the candidate of low 

inflation, the gold standard, and monetary discipline       

(it was a very different Democratic Party then). 

Fascinating history. Can you imagine teaching history in 

classrooms today and “subjecting” students to this kind 

of real history and how it affects their lives? 

Both First Ladies were also involved in the 1892           

campaign...with an earie resemblance to how  Melania 

has been treated today. 


